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2021 – 55 Years and the Detachment 131 Spirit Lives On:1966 – 1971

It’s great to share another
period in time with you all…
Card: Ernie Newbold
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. A great photo – extracted from Eyes & Ears Vol 4 No 2 February, 2011…
Ken Woodbine sent the following email in reply to one of mine I’d sent to him with regards to one of his photos...
“Paul, “Xmas in the Survey lines 1967!” Sorry about
being such a slack-arse – not much
changes from all those years ago! But, for what it’s
worth, here are the names of the guys in the photo.
Back row (from left) Ian Yerbury (our Lt), Roger
MacDonnell, Marty (Dutchy) Van Driel, Jack Heyes,
John Greenaway, Geoff Holden and Mick Holden (the
Postie)
Front row (from left) Ray Hutchinson, Bruce Irvine,
Jimmy Menz*,
and Terry Bruce.
*Less than 2 months later Jimmy Menz was killed.
Dutchy Van Driel was seriously wounded at FSB Anderson. Jack Heyes and John Greenaway were both Victorian
nashos, who we enjoyed our time with in the Survey lines, but we haven’t seen for some 40 odd years. Ken Woodbine”
Ed – OK we’re looking to solve “Front row (from left)???” above – can we get some help? ...then Ken got back to me
with...” Paul, I sent the Xmas ‟67 photo off to Ian Amos and Geoff Holden.
Response from GH is below! Ken W Looks like Peter Fuhrman to me “Woody Geoff Holden” Ed – Anyone got any
contact details for Jack Heyes or John Greenaway?

A great fun festive memory
Note: Since that publication, mentioned above, both John “Jack” Heyes and John Greenaway were Located.
Remembrance Day, 11th
November, 2021…two great
iconic photos…
The Sydney Opera House
reflects great memories.

The Windsor Castle awash with poppies.
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. Remembrance Day – 11th November,
2021.
Paul Dickson – here’s what we got up to in San
th

Miguel de Allende to mark the 6 year of services. A
mixed group consisting of a couples of Aussies, Brits, a
Canadian and a great lot of Yanks. We covered all the
services – Navy, Army and Air Force.
It was another great day of memories.

…and a marvellous piece of poetry written by Capt John McCrae, a Canadian Officer, who had fought in the Boer
War, in South Africa. He penned this piece in 1915 whilst in the back of an ambulance which was taking a very
badly injured friend., who shortly after died. Rumour has it that McCrae wasn’t that pleased with the poem and
another soldier found the discarded writings…
In Flanders fields the poppies blow
Between the crosses, row on row,
That mark our place; and in the sky
The larks, still bravely singing, fly
Scarce heard amid the guns below.
We are the Dead. Short days ago
We lived, felt dawn, saw sunset glow,
Loved and were loved, and now we lie,
In Flanders fields.
Take up our quarrel with the foe:
To you from failing hands we throw
The torch; be yours to hold it high.
If ye break faith with us who die
We shall not sleep, though poppies grow
In Flanders fields.

Note: This is read at the service where I live in Mexico – it doesn’t leave too many dry eyes,
especially mine.
Paul Dickson

. The “Lost Locator Project”
Ed – The Project continues on relentlessly so, we need to be vigilant and keep our minds active as who
knows who, where and how we might stumble on, discover someone etc be it by accident but even more
so by design. Paul
Get in touch via 131eyesandears@gmail.com

. The “Detachment Album Project” – This project is
sponsored by the 131 Locators Association and is in need of some
photographic and by-line input from our members/Readers.
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. Insights and Recollections…
This topic/s have raised so much interest – we’re still in the middle of some really great discoveries with some
remarkable memories being brought to life.
The series will continue on the receipt of more Insights and Recollections, so if you would care to contribute,
please send your Insights and Recollections –
Paul Dickson at - 131eyesandears@gmail.com

. Australia's involvement in the Vietnam War – the following is a continuing precis extracted from Wikipedia
and in brief form covers most of the bases prior to, during and post the conflict.
I just feel it’s something to read and maybe absorb, that’s if you haven’t already…
This is the last instalment in the series.
Withdrawal of Australian forces, 1970–1973
The Australian withdrawal effectively commenced in November 1970. As a consequence of the overall allied strategy of
Vietnamization and with the Australian government keen to reduce its own commitment to the war, 8 RAR was not
replaced at the end of its tour of duty. 1 ATF was again reduced to just two infantry battalions, albeit with significant
armour, artillery and aviation support remaining. The Australian area of operations remained the same however, with the
reduction in forces only adding further to the burden on the remaining battalions. Regardless, following a sustained effort
by 1 ATF in Phuoc Tuy Province between September 1969 and April 1970, the bulk of communist forces had become
inactive and had left the province to recuperate. By 1971 the province had been largely cleared of local VC forces, who
were now increasingly reliant on reinforcements from North Vietnam. As a measure of some success, Highway 15, the
main route running through Phuoc Tuy between Saigon and Vung Tau, was open to unescorted traffic. Regardless, the
Viet Cong maintained the ability to conduct local operations.

Members of Australian civic action team confer with Vietnamese village officials
on plans for local improvements.
Australian combat forces were further reduced during 1971. The Battle of Long Khanh on 6–7 June 1971 took place
during one of the last major joint US-Australian operations, and resulted in three Australians killed and six wounded
during heavy fighting in which an RAAF UH-1H Iroquois was shot down. On 18 August 1971, Australia and New Zealand
decided to withdraw their troops from Vietnam, with the Australian Prime Minister, William McMahon, announcing that 1
ATF would cease operations in October, commencing a phased withdrawal. The Battle of Nui Le 21 September proved to
be the last major battle fought by Australian forces in the war, and resulted five Australians are killed and 30 wounded.
Finally, on 16 October Australian forces handed over control of the base at Nui Dat to South Vietnamese forces, while 4
RAR, the last Australian infantry battalion in South Vietnam, sailed for Australia on board HMAS Sydney on 9 December
1971.
Australian advisors continued to train Vietnamese troops however, until the announcement by the newly elected
Australian Labor government of Gough Whitlam that the remaining advisors would be withdrawn by 18 December 1972. It
was only on 11 January 1973 that the Governor-General of Australia, Paul Hasluck, announced the cessation of combat
operations against the communists. Whitlam recognised North Vietnam, which welcomed his electoral success. However,
Australian troops remained in Saigon guarding the Australian embassy until 1 July 1973. The withdrawal from Vietnam
meant that 1973 was the first time since the beginning of World War II in 1939 that Australia's armed forces were
not involved in a conflict somewhere in the world. In total, approximately 60,000 Australians—ground troops, airforce and naval personnel—served in Vietnam between 1962 and 1972. 521 died as a result of the war and over
3,000 were wounded. 15,381 conscripted National Servicemen served from 1965 to 1972, sustaining 202 killed
and 1,279 wounded. In addition there were six Australians listed as missing in action, although these men are
included in the list of Australians killed in action and the last of their remains were finally located and returned to
Australia in 2009. Between 1962 and March 1972 the estimated cost of Australia's involvement to the war in Vietnam
was $218.4 million.
In March 1975, the Australian Government dispatched RAAF transport aircraft to South Vietnam to provide humanitarian
assistance to refugees fleeing the North Vietnamese Ho Chi Minh Campaign. The first Australian C-130 Hercules arrived
at Tan Son Nhat Airport on 30 March and the force, which was designated 'Detachment S', reached a strength of eight
Hercules by the second week of April. The aircraft of detachment S transported refugees from cities near the front line
and evacuated Australians and several hundred Vietnamese orphans from Saigon to Malaysia. In addition, they regularly
flew supplies to a large refugee camp at An Thoi on the island of Phu Quoc. The deteriorating security situation forced the
Australian aircraft to be withdrawn to Bangkok in mid-April, from where they flew into South Vietnam each day. The last
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three RAAF flights into Saigon took place on 25 April, when the Australian embassy was evacuated. While all Australians
were evacuated, 130 Vietnamese who had worked at the embassy and had been promised evacuation were left behind.
Whitlam later refused to accept South Vietnamese refugees following the fall of Saigon to the communists in April 1975,
including Australian embassy staff who were later sent to reeducation camps by the communists. The Liberals—led by
Malcolm Fraser—condemned Whitlam, and after defeating Labor in the 1975 federal election, allowed South Vietnamese
refugees to settle in Australia in large numbers.
Protests against the war.
In Australia, resistance to the war was at first very limited. Initially public opinion was strongly in support of government
policy in Vietnam and when the leader of the Australian Labor Party (ALP) (in opposition for most of the period), Arthur
Calwell announced that the 1966 federal election would be fought specifically on the issue of Vietnam the party suffered
their biggest political defeat in decades. However, anti-war sentiment escalated rapidly in the late 1960s as more
Australian soldiers were killed in battle. The centre-left ALP became more sympathetic to the communists and Calwell
stridently denounced South Vietnamese Prime Minister Nguyen Cao Ky as a "fascist dictator" and a "butcher" ahead of
his 1967 visit — at the time Ky was the chief of the Vietnam Air Force and headed a military junta. Despite the
controversy leading up to the visit, Ky's trip was a success. He dealt with the media effectively, despite hostile sentiment
[81]
from some sections of the press and public.
The introduction of conscription by the Australian government in response to a worsening regional strategic outlook
during the war was consistently opposed by the Australian Labor Party and by many sections of society, and some
groups resisted the call to military service by burning the letters notifying them of their conscription (which was punishable
by imprisonment). Growing public uneasiness about the death toll was fuelled by a series of highly-publicised arrests of
conscientious objectors, and exacerbated by revelations of atrocities committed against Vietnamese civilians, leading to a
rapid increase in domestic opposition to the war between 1967 and 1970. Following the 1969 federal election, which
Labor lost again but with a much reduced margin, public debate about Vietnam was increasingly dominated by those
opposed to government policy. On 8 May 1970, moratorium marches were held in major Australian cities to coincide with
the marches in the US. The demonstration in Melbourne, led by future deputy prime minister Jim Cairns, was supported
by an estimated 100,000 people. Across Australia, it was estimated that 200,000 people were involved.
Nevertheless, opinion polls taken at the time demonstrated that the moratorium failed to achieve its goals and had only a
very limited impact upon public opinion, with over half respondents saying that they still supported national service and
slightly less stating that they did not want Australia to pull out of the war. Additionally, the numbers that resisted the draft
remained low. Indeed, by 1970 it was estimated that 99.8 per cent of those issued with call up papers complied with
them.
Further moratoria were undertaken on 18 September 1970 and again on 30 June 1971. Arguably, however, the peace
movement had lost its original spirit, as the political debate degenerated. Dominated by left-wing extremists, the
organisers of the events extended invitations to members of the North Vietnamese government to attend, although this
was prevented due to a refusal by the Australian government to grant them visas. Attendance at the subsequent marches
was lower than that of May 1970, and as a result of a number of factors including confusion over the rules regarding what
the protestors were allowed to do, aggressive police tactics, and agitation from extremists the second march devolved
into violence. In Sydney, 173 people were arrested, while in Melbourne the police attempted to control the crowd with a
baton-charge.
Social attitudes and treatment of veterans

The Vietnam Forces National Memorial, Canberra
Although initially there was considerable support for Australia's involvement in Vietnam, as opposition to the war
increased, service in Vietnam came to be seen by sections of the Australian community in less than sympathetic terms
and opposition to it generated negative views of veterans in some quarters. In the years following the war,

some Vietnam veterans experienced social exclusion and problems readjusting to society.
Nevertheless, as the tour of duty of each soldier during the Vietnam War was limited to one year (although some soldiers
chose to sign up for a second or even a third tour of duty), the number of soldiers suffering from combat stress was
probably more limited than it might otherwise have been.

In addition to the negative sentiments towards returned soldiers from some sections of the
anti-war movement, some Second World War veterans also held negative views and attitudes
toward the Vietnam War veterans. As a result many Australian Vietnam veterans were
excluded from joining the Returned Servicemen's League during the 1960s and 1970s on the
grounds that the Vietnam War veterans did not fight a "real war". The response of the RSL
varied across the country, and while some rejected Vietnam veterans, other branches,
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particularly those in rural areas, were said to be very supportive. Nevertheless, many Vietnam
veterans were excluded from marching in ANZAC Day parades during the 1970s because
some soldiers of earlier wars saw the Vietnam veterans as unworthy heirs to the ANZAC title
and tradition, a view which hurt many Vietnam veterans and resulted in continued resentment
towards the RSL. Regardless, in 1972 the RSL decided that Vietnam veterans should lead the
march, which attracted large crowds throughout the country.
Eventually however, Australian Vietnam veterans were honoured at a "Welcome Home" parade in Sydney on 3
October 1987, and it was then that a campaign for the construction of the Vietnam War Memorial began. This memorial,
known as the Vietnam Forces National Memorial, was established on ANZAC Parade in Canberra, and was dedicated on
3 October 1992.
Timeline
7 June—Battle of Long Khanh takes place when 3rd Battalion, Royal Australian Regiment with Centurion tanks in
support attack a heavily fortified base camp during Operation Overlord. Although the Australians capture the
bunker system, and a second system located to the south, the bulk of the communist forces successfully withdraw.
30 June—Third and final large anti-war rally in Australia; 110,000 demonstrate in Australian cities.
18 August 1971—Prime Minister William McMahon announces that 1 ATF would cease operations in South
Vietnam in October, and would begin commencing a phased withdrawal after that.
1971 21 September—the Battle of Nui Le takes place in Phuoc Tuy Province. A tactically inconclusive encounter
between troops from the 4th Battalion, Royal Australian Regiment and the NVA 33rd Regiment north of Nui Dat, it
proved to be the last major battle fought by Australian forces in the war. Five Australians are killed and 30
wounded.
16 October—Australian forces hand over control of the Australian base at Nui Dat to South Vietnamese forces.
9 December—4 RAR, the last Australian infantry battalion in South Vietnam, sails for Australia on board HMAS
Sydney.
24 April—"The Michael Matteson Handcuff Incident"; about a thousand students at Sydney University free the draft
1972 resister, Michael Matteson, from the law.
2 December—Whitlam Labor Government elected. Australia begins to finalise the withdrawl.

This is the end of the current series, but as stated at the beginning we will continue this and
any other relevant series when discovered.
Just some personal reflections on the previous article…

It was interesting to read some of the information above in relation to RTA’ing I remember being “told” not to wear a uniform out of the airport; being treated very harshly by a couple of “earlier”
conflict Vets at the Bentleigh RSL, Melbourne; not really mentioning Vietnam or army service openly with people and
certainly not being involved in ANZAC Day until the ‘80s.
I think the mentioning (above) “some Vietnam veterans experienced social exclusion and problems readjusting to
society” is a definite understatement.
I relate this to the current “Submission Campaign on 181 Days” as another result of Government distancing and
neglect.
Paul Dickson

. Nui Dat Locators Locations Project The following is a continuation of the Nui Dat Locators Locations Project for which information has been
sought and gathered over time. This is still in the “rough” stage and corrections/ additions/
amendments/ adjustments are welcomed, so, as the Project can be archived as complete as
possible.
This is the final part of the Project concluding the task of trying to align Locators with Locations with
the Detachment during the period of service in Nui Dat, South Vietnam.
Note: the photos have been reduced to fit into the Eyes & Ears format.

Detachment 131 Divisional Locating Battery RAA
South Vietnam 1966 – 1971
“Locators Locations”
Dedicated to those who served.

By Paul Dickson
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7. RAEME – Nui Dat – Call Sign (Unknown)
Manning detail –
1966 –
Bullen, W; Cartwright, G; Coffey, M; Field, E; Luscombe, G;
Prenter, W; Thwaites,

1967 –
Bailey, D Sgt; Fawcett-Smith, N; Osborne, K WO1; Pimm, D;
Richardson, G Sgt; Walter, F Sgt

Photo: Des Bailey

1968 –
Bensley, A; Bothwell, J; McKenzie, I; McNeill, J; O’Mara, A; Palmer, S; Strautins, J

1969 –
Bailey, R; Carvey, B; Hartshorn, I; Holmes, W; Jones, B; Leslie, G; Miller, R; Wallace, J

1970 –
Adlam, D; Bensley, A; Dickerson, W; Hoger, H; Hutchinson, G; McLeod, E; Padovan, D

1971 –
McDowell, B; Perri, V: Thompson, R

. Kevin Browning – the following is an account of the restoration and the Gun and Plaque being placed in
Werribee.

Restoration of 12-Pounder RBL (Armstrong) Gun
The Australian War Memorial (AWM) had for many years wanted to obtain a 4.5-inch Howitzer for its collection. These
howitzers were, with the 18-pounder gun, the main weapon of the Australian artillery in World War I. Only two examples
were known to exist in Australia and both were in the collection of the Royal Australian Artillery Historical Company
(RAAHC). In 2012, the RAAHC agreed to exchange one of the howitzers and a limber with the AWM for the remnants of
a 12-pounder RBL (Armstrong) gun, serial number 370.
The 12-pounder was a significant advancement in the technology of artillery signalling the end of the cannonball era. The
gun was rifled, breech loading, had inbuilt traversing and fired a conical projectile. It was also constructed of different
layers of wrought iron. The gun provided a greater accuracy, increased rate of fire and improved range. They were the
brainchild of Sir William Armstrong.
Victoria purchased six of these guns in 1861 and these were given to the British for use in New Zealand during the Maori
War. Replacements were obtained in 1864 and used by the Royal Victorian Volunteer Artillery. They remained in service
until 1885. In 1880 one of the 12-pounders was sent to Glenrowan to blow down Jones’ hotel where the Kelly Gang was
under siege but the hotel was set on fire before it arrived.
In 1889, the guns were issued to the newly formed Victorian Horse Artillery, a unit raised as two half batteries under the
patronage of two wealthy land owners, Sir William Clarke and Andrew Chirnside. Gun 370 is one of those used in
Chirnside’s Werribee Half Battery. The Werribee Half Battery was disbanded in February 1893 and Clarke’s Sunbury
Half battery in June 1897. The guns were gifted to the families and local councils.
Gun 370 was displayed at Lake Park, Creswick, Victoria and by 1940 was in a state of disrepair. About 1962 it came into
the possession of a private collector but was not restored and the AWM purchased it in 1984. Some work was carried out
to restore it but the AWM became aware of a fully restored gun, No. 367, and purchased it. Gun 370 remained in the
store at the AWM until 2012 when the exchange occurred.
Gun 370 consisted mainly of the metal work and thankfully some relics of the timber work which became very handy
during the restoration for reference to construction methods. Due to a lack of funds no work was undertaken but in 2015
the RAA Association, Victoria and Federal Governments Building Stronger Communities Grant scheme provided funds to
allow work to commence. This work was undertaken by volunteers at North Head whose skills, especially those of the
carpenters, were exceptional. Missing metal work was done by North Head volunteers and blacksmithing by a chap in
Victoria.
Sydney Harbour Federation Trust were very supportive of the work providing a working space for the work but by 2019
the space was to be vacated and in May 2019 Lindsay Fox provided transport for the gun, now 95% complete, to be
moved to Werribee where the local RSL provided work space. Finishing touches needed to be done and additional funds
were required. The 131 Locators Association agreed to assist and the outstanding funds were provided by the RAAHC.
Volunteers from the Werribee Half Battery undertook the work and completed outstanding tasks.
It was planned to unveil the gun in 2020 but Covid-19 restrictions prevented that and also a second attempt in 2021 to
coincide with the RAA’s 150 Anniversary. It is now planned to unveil the gun at Werribee on 5 December.
We can be very proud of the assistance given to this project. As a result, the gun has been totally restored. It is estimated
the work was done for a third of what it would have cost commercially and the Regiment now has an example of a very
important gun technology whose value I would put at $100,000.
th
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Left. The barrel arrives at North head 2013.

Right. The timber trail
constructed by the
volunteers at North Head.

The finished gun at Werribee.
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. Grahame Dignam forwarded the following article extracted from the CONTACT Magazine…

CAPTION: A Shadow unmanned aerial system ready to be
launched at the Townsville Field Training Area,
Queensland. Story by Squadron Leader Barrie Bardoe.
Photo by Corporal Nicole Dorrett.

Army drone fleets pass audit with flying colours.
The Defence Aviation Safety Authority (DASA) recently audited Army’s unmanned aerial systems (UAS), or drones, and
the fleet passed with flying colours.
DASA’s Squadron Leader Malcolm Walker, an experienced pilot and flying instructor, said he was impressed by how
Army operated its large and complex fleet.
“Army operate more than 1000 UAS, varying from the size of a mobile phone to the size of a small car,” Squadron Leader
Walker explained.
“Such a large and diverse fleet presents a number of challenges, such as training, and, to use a pilot term, airmanship.
“It is very difficult to teach a soldier who flies a mobile phone-sized UAS to think like a pilot of a helicopter.
“Clearly, we don’t need the soldier to have all the training that the pilot has, but there are aspects of that we do want them
to have.
“So the soldier’s airmanship needs to be scalable based upon the size and complexity of the UAS being operated.”
Another challenge for Army’s UAS capability is working closely with other militaries that have even larger fleets.
“Army often operate very closely with the US Marine Corps (USMC) with similar UAS,” Squadron Leader Walker said.
“There is a lot of learning that takes place between the USMC and the Australian Army that allows Army to advance its
operations more quickly than if they didn’t operate closely together.”
The good news for Army’s UAS capability is that, while the DASA audit found areas for improvement, they were still
assessed as exemplar operators.
“Army has been operating small to large UAS platforms for years and has learnt significant lessons in how to safely and
effectively operate them in a variety of environments,” Squadron Leader Walker said.

. The V2 Rocket story continues…………………….
Grahame Dignam submitted the following email –
“Gentlemen,
A response to the Eyes & Ears item (October,2021) on the V2 has sparked a
certain Bdr Proskurin to search high and low and he found the attached pic erect and ready- and has provided a copy for the interested parties.
Well done that man...!”
…which drew the following response from Kevin Browning “Grahame,
Thanks for passing the photo on. Thanks to Graham for initiating the request and
would you please pass on my thanks to Nick this has filled a great hole in the
story of this particular V2. Would you ask Nick if he is happy for me to pass on
copy of the photo to the Australian War Memorial he will get full credit. If he could
let us know when the photo was taken, a question they always ask. I assume it is
early 1967.
Regards, Kevin”
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…the “Voyage” of discovery continues – “Hi Paul,
Nick got back to me and said he took it (the photo of the V2 above) on his return from Vietnam. Taken probably late
February, early March 1968.
Now I wonder if anyone has a photo of the big gun
that used to be inside the barracks where the road
split after you passed the guard room. It was a 9.2inch howitzer of the type used by the Australian Siege
Brigade in WW1. It is now at the AWM and fully
restored. Was on external display during the
Centenary of ANZAC but now back in the storage
facility.

Now don’t tell me you never saw this one?
Regards, Kevin.”

. The Patti McGrath/Newton and Denise Drysdale story in photos continues…
Thanks to both Bob Billiards and Grahame Dignam at the show and back at BBQ in the Det’s lines -
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This is a COMPELLING read - a
continuation…

Australian MIAs of the Vietnam War
Author - Ashley

Ekins

A reintroduction - Ashley Ekins is a Senior Historian in the Military History Section at the Australian War Memorial. He is
co-author, with the late Ian McNeill, of “On the offensive: the Australian Army in the Vietnam War 1967–1968”, Allen &
Unwin in association with the Australian War Memorial. Available in all good book stores or online through the
Memorial's online shop.
The term "missing in action" has long brought anguish to the families of servicemen lost in war. Of the 60,000 Australians
who died in the First World War, over one-third were recorded as "missing". Almost half the Australians who died on
Gallipoli have no known grave. Many bereaved families were haunted for a generation by the memories of sons, brothers,
fathers and husbands who had disappeared without trace. The scale of the loss made this a shared national experience,
starkly recalled today in scores of overseas war cemeteries with headstones inscribed with Kipling's simple words:
"An Australian Soldier of the Great War... Known unto God".
There was no such solace for the next of kin of servicemen listed as missing in action during the Vietnam War. Over 500
Australians died in Vietnam. Among them were six Australian servicemen – four Army soldiers and two RAAF airmen –
who were initially recorded as “missing in action” (MIA) in four separate incidents. In all six cases their classification was
subsequently amended to either “killed in action” or “missing in action – presumed dead”. All six servicemen are perhaps
more correctly described as having no known graves.

These are their stories and this continues and completes the compelling read…
2. In 1969 Private David Fisher, a national serviceman serving with 3 Squadron SAS, became the next soldier declared
missing in action. In September 1969 Fisher was second-in-command of a five-man, long range SAS patrol searching for
signs of enemy activity near the Nui May Tao massif in south-eastern Long Khanh province.
After patrolling for seven days in persistent rain, on 27 September the Australians had a series of sharp contacts with
strong groups of Viet Cong. Outnumbered and pursued through the jungle, they called for a helicopter extraction. The
helicopters arrived within half an hour, just as the enemy were closing in on the SAS soldiers.
During the hectic moments of the "hot" extraction, while under fire and surrounded by the enemy, the members of the
patrol clipped on their karabiners and attached themselves to ropes dangling from a helicopter and were lifted clear of the
jungle. As the helicopter gathered speed and helicopter gunships moved in to fire on the enemy on the ground, the patrol
members suddenly noticed that Private Fisher was missing. He had fallen from his rope from a height of about 30 metres
above the tree canopy. It was later suggested that, under pressure, Fisher may have attached his karabiner to the wrong
loop on the rope.
An air search began within ten minutes of the incident and a ground search began within five hours. A ten-man SAS
patrol searched the jungle around the site, joined the following day by rifle companies who searched for the next six days.
Fisher's body was never found, and he was declared missing in action, presumed dead. He had only two months
remaining of his tour of duty.
3. In 1970 two RAAF airmen were declared missing in action in Vietnam. Flying Officer Michael Herbert and Pilot
Officer Robert Carver, both of 2 Squadron, RAAF, were believed killed when their Canberra bomber disappeared while
flying a night bombing mission in the northern 1 Corps region of South Vietnam.
On 3 November 1970 Herbert (the pilot and aircraft captain) and Carver (the navigator and bomb aimer) had taken off
from Phan Rang at 7.00 p.m., heading for their target in Quang Nam province 65 kilometres’ south-west of Da Nang. The
weather was relatively clear and the flight to the target was without incident. The Australians carried out their bombing run
and released their bombs over the target area at 8.22 p.m. After acknowledging a radio message, they switched
frequency for the return flight to Phan Rang. Shortly afterwards, the aircraft disappeared from the radar screen which was
tracking it.
American and Australian air units mounted an aerial search the next morning. The extensive search involved 67 sorties
over an area of over 16,000 square kilometres but it was hampered by poor weather conditions. The search failed to find
any trace of the aircraft or crew and was called off after three days.
Pilot Officer Carver had served for only eight weeks in Vietnam. Flying Officer Herbert, who had qualified as a pilot at the
age of 16, had only two months to go to finish his tour.
The cause of the disappearance was never determined. Their aging Canberra bomber was flying well above the
maximum range of enemy anti-aircraft artillery and there were no known North Vietnamese surface-to-air missile (SAM)
launch sites near the flight path. Although discounted by a RAAF court of inquiry, the most likely explanation of the
aircraft's sudden disappearance without trace remains the possibility of a catastrophic mid-air explosion caused by one or
more bombs becoming hung up in the rack after release.
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For the parents of those lost, the term "missing in action" became increasingly difficult to live with. After years of
uncertainty Robert Carver's parents eventually gave up hope that he would be found alive. Mr Sydney Carver had his
son's name placed on the Toowoomba War Memorial. Every day he passed the memorial and never failed to look at the
inscription.
Mrs Joan Herbert continued to dream that her son Michael was alive and roaming the jungles of Vietnam, dreams that
eventually became nightmares. Over the next decade, she wrote more than 600 letters to Vietnamese and other political
leaders enquiring about his fate. The families of both RAAF officers said they could not rest until the truth was known.
The last Australian soldier to be listed as missing in action was Lance Corporal John Francis Gillespie of 8 Field
Ambulance. On 17 April 1971 Gillespie was serving as a helicopter medic during a 'dustoff' (helicopter medical
evacuation) operation in the Long Hai hills in Phuoc Tuy province.
4. Four South Vietnamese Regional Force soldiers had been injured by a mine explosion and the difficult terrain
demanded a helicopter evacuation. But the Long Hai hills were an insecure landing zone. The caves and dense timber of
the Long Hais had long harboured a major Viet Cong base area and the dustoff operation required the protection of
helicopter gunships. As the first wounded soldier was being winched up, the hovering helicopter was hit by enemy
machine-gun fire. It crashed to the ground and burst into flames. Although the crew escaped, Lance Corporal Gillespie
and three other soldiers were engulfed in the fireball. A helicopter crewman, Corporal Robert Stephens, repeatedly
entered the burning aircraft and tried in vain to rescue Gillespie, until being forced back by the flames. Stephens
was later awarded the British Empire Medal for his courage.
Gillespie's body could not be recovered from the burning wreckage which was reduced to slag by the fire. Private
Gillespie was listed as missing in action, apparently on a technicality because his remains could not be found. The
classification was subsequently altered to killed in action.
The last Australian combat troops were withdrawn from South Vietnam at the end of 1971. For the next decade, the
question of Australian servicemen missing in Vietnam received little official attention. Then in May 1984, a joint Foreign
Affairs and Defence mission travelled to Vietnam to investigate the Australian missing in action cases with the assistance
of Vietnamese government officials. The five-member team visited Quang Nam – Da Nang and Dong Nai provinces and
walked to the sites of two of the incidents. They were prevented from reaching the other two sites due to uncleared
minefields.
The team's investigations were hampered by the time lapse since the incidents, the uncertain nature of much of the
information available, and the movement of civilian populations and Vietnamese military units during and since the war.
Unfounded media claims that the team had "solved the mystery" of the missing also aroused false hopes and angered
some next of kin. Regrettably, the team members discovered no further information or traces of the remains of the
Australians. They concluded that it was most unlikely that any further information on the whereabouts of the remains of
the six Australians would become available in the future.
This article was published (with colour photographs and map) as "No known grave", in Wartime: the official magazine of
the Australian War Memorial 23 (2003), 14–18.
Note:
The remains of Private Gillson and Lance Corporal Parker were located in southern Vietnam in April 2007. They were
repatriated to Australia in June 2007.
Human remains located in February 2004 were positively identified as those of Lance Corporal Gillespie early in
December 2007. He was repatriated to Australia later that month.
The remains of Private Fisher were located in southern Vietnam in August 2008. They were repatriated to Australia in
October that year.
The search continues for the remains of Pilot Officer Carver and Flying Officer Herbert. In late April 2009, it was
announced that an Australian investigation team had found the remains of an aircraft in Vietnam believed to have been
the one flown by Carver and Herbert when they disappeared. However, the men’s' remains have not yet been found.
Author
Ashley Ekins
Ashley Ekins is a Senior Historian in the Military History Section at the Australian War Memorial. He is co-author, with the
late Ian McNeill, of “On the offensive: the Australian Army in the Vietnam War 1967–1968”, Allen & Unwin in association
with the Australian War Memorial. Available in all good book stores or online through the Memorial's online shop.

That concludes this amazing intriguing article.
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AN INVESTIGATION
181 Days

. The Republic of Vietnam Campaign Medal (RVCM)
Responses – The following is an extract from the Minister for Defence Personnel …

“Thank you for your email of 3 October 2021 to the Minister for Defence Personnel, the Hon Andrew Gee MP,
concerning the Republic of Vietnam Campaign Medal. Your correspondence has been passed to me for response.
I understand very clearly the selfless service and sacrifice of the extraordinary generation of Australians who served
in Vietnam. When our country called on them to serve, our Vietnam Veterans answered and acquitted themselves
with distinction.
Minister Gee has received the latest Republic of Vietnam Campaign Medal submission. He intends to review and
consider it in detail. Minister Gee met with the author of this submission to discuss what has happened with this
issue in the past and discuss any available options going forward.
While this consideration by Minister Gee is underway, I encourage anyone who needs support to seek support.
Open Arms Veterans and Families Counselling, founded by Vietnam Veterans, provides free and confidential support
twenty-four hours a day, seven days a week and can be contacted by telephone on 1800 011 046.
I would like to take this opportunity to thank you and offer my sincere gratitude and that of the Australian
Government for your service.
Yours sincerely
Lisa Phelps
First Assistant Secretary People Services”
NB – The latest submission meeting was mentioned by Richard Barry OAM in last month’s Eyes & Ears.
Paul Dickson
“Nothing ventured, nothing gained.”

Mail Call…

. Barry Guzder – “HI Dicko,
Went up to the Mackerel Islands (about 24kms) off Onslow. About
1000km north of Perth in the Pilbara.
Anyway, did lots of snorkelling, fishing, swimming, drinking etc. for
about 4 days.
On the coast at Onslow saw this great memorial. The sunrise comes
through the middle of the “Badge.”
Remembrance Day this Thursday so thought it appropriate to send
for next E&E.
Regards, Barry Guzder.”
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. Barry Guzder continues on with the following –
“Dicko,
Some photos of Gunners day, two weeks back. Myself middle of front rank.
Regards,
Barry.”
Photos celebrating Gunners Day in WA.
This march was held at the town of Guilford about 20k from Perth in Swan
Valley.

. Ron Mason dropped Grahame Dignam an email and photos after the
ZOOM Association meeting last week –
“Hi Grahame, as I mentioned at the ZOOM meeting we visited the VV Museum
(Phillip Island) recently. I have attached a photo to prove the radar is still there
& a snap of the artist's impression of the new museum. Fundraising is
underway - a long way to go at this stage - the new manager seems to think all
is possible.
Have a safe festive season & keep Covid at bay
Ron.”

*Ernie Newbold made a comment about
the wooden tripod on which the
Tellurometer is mounted being very era authentic.

. Steve Wynn – responding to all with regards to an email sent out by Grahame Dignam referring to the French
submarine topic –
“G’day Grahame,
Not just building subs but nuclear attack subs. I note Indonesian fishing trawlers have been catching quite a few Chinese
drone subs in their nets, at the top of Australia. All these ‘electric’ countries are going to be in strife if we end up in a
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nuclear winter, after China and US have a go, it will be years with no sun, bugger, I just spent a fortune on solar panels
too.
Cheers, Steve Wynn.”
…and Steve again . Steve Wynn – with a pretty serious excuse for missing ZOOMing in at th Association’s AGM –
“Hi Paul,
I’ve done it again, I can’t sit for long at my desk so will have to apologise again to the meeting for being AWOL. I had
operations on both legs and am in too much pain at the moment. Melanomas cut out and as usual bloody big pieces of
leg missing. I think I will be fine once the stitches are removed, being an old bugger they probable have to make the
stitches big and tight, but boy does it hurt. As is always the case, the recovery is far worse than the cause. I had a
melanoma cut out of my arm and wondered if I would have any arm left while watching the doctor operate.
I agree with everything that everyone else agrees with, at the meetings. Just as well all my operations have been mostly
minor and done in Oz eh.
Cheers, Steve Wynn.”

Mail Out

I started this in September, 2017 and have decided to continue running down the alphabet of
names and sending some emails to blokes in general to say g’day and just to generally keep in touch. A lot of the blokes
I’ve never met, so it’s just to keep some connection alive. Plus, it’s good to keep in touch, even sporadically, it may help
to avoid any unpleasant unforeseen surprises.

Mail In

- Here are the responses…

. Pete Summers – “Paul,
Sorry for the long delay mate very busy at the moment. Great to hear from you in answer to your questions I am now
living in Forster- Tuncurry on the Mid North Coast of NSW. Approx 1 hour south of Port Macquarie. We moved here on
2000 and absolutely love it, it was a fishing/timber village many moons ago then it became a home for retired people and
holiday makers, the joke was it is the place retired people come to visit their parents. Since the Pacific Highway upgrades
started a lot of the road workers moved up for the 3-4 years the local work was on and found they liked it and stayed.
Hence the local schools had an influx of new students and the demographics of the place changed. In the 21 years, we
have been here the demographics have changed dramatically. we have been in a constant building boom and the
permanent population has almost doubled. We used to have 20,000 in the local area and up to 100,000 for holiday
periods. Now it's probably still 100,000 in peak periods but about 35,000 normally and 75% occupancy rate for the rest of
the year.
When we first moved here from Canberra we had a son in Sydney, a son in Brisbane and a Daughter in London. Now we
have one son with his wife and 4 kids and a Daughter with her husband and 2 kids living here in Forster both school
teachers and the son, wife and 2 kids still in Brisbane. One of the good things about Forster is that its only 3 hours from
Sydney so we can go down to the footy or shows etc very easily.
Where abouts in Mexico are you and how did that come about. How long have you been there? We've done a lot of
travelling but never made it to Mexico still maybe one day if they get a proper handle on Covid.
You asked me about Jeff Bassford; I haven't seen or heard from him for about 15 years he was in Ulladulla then but I'm
not sure now. He wasn't travelling all that well then with PTSD and seems to have dropped off the radar.
In 2005, my son won a business trip to Vietnam and as he was breaking up with his wife at the time he asked me if I
would like to go with him. A mate of mine Gary Navas had been back for a trip the year and told me that he was quite
nervous and a bit agitated when he first got there as he started in Saigon but by the time, he made it to Hanoi he relaxed
and really enjoyed it. After talking to Pam (the wife) she suggested that if I started to feel precious then It would be easy
to jump on a plane and come straight home, she also said that instead of a thirty-day visa maybe I should get a 3 month
one in case I liked it. The business trip went fantastic, and we started in Saigon for 3 days then Hanoi for 4. With a busy
itinerary and lots of company I had a great time and when the guys left i started what turned out to be a fabulous
adventure, 90 days later I arrived home in Oz after really covering Vietnam, Cambodia, Laos, and Thailand. One of the
interesting things is that in what was SVN they celebrate victory day on the day the town or city fell so it’s like Anzac Day
on different days. As I started my solo trip in Hanoi when I arrived in Hue in April it was the 30th anniversary of the end of
the war. It was quite a sight as they had a parade with the vets and heaps of school kids dressed up in green and cam
gear carrying wooden guns. On my way back to my hotel about dusk I went past a hall with a courtyard in front (very
unusual) and it was full of blokes about my age having a beer and rice wine and chatting. One of them came over and
asked me by broken English and sign language asked me if I had been in the war. Not being sure of the reception I would
get but as he seemed so friendly, I answered yes. Immediately he dragged me inside, gave me a beer and introduced me
to the group. I went inside about 7pm and via a series of sign language and bits and pieces of words left about 11.30
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pissed as a parrot. It was a surreal night and I felt really welcomed. As I travelled further south, I ended up seeing about
half a dozen of these parades and ended up with their boys every time. It blew me away with how welcoming they were
and I realised that they had got on with their life and left it behind. Mind you these were the victors but as time and my
trips over there showed the SVN guys were just as welcoming but not as happy as the winners.
In 2007, I took Pam over and we wandered around the countries that I had visited, and she fell in love with the country
and people as I had. We’ve been back a heap of times since but always out in the country. The Christmas before Covid
buggered travelling Pam and I shouted our 3 grown up kids to 15 days in Vietnam. Lots of stories but the one I was totally
surprised at was when we went past the Horseshoe on the back road from Nui Dat. I had been past it this way 4 times
before on trips, but we always just drove past slowly and looked at it. This time Jeff my eldest son wanted to get a photo
and as he was getting set up I really looked at it for the first time and there was the sensor bunker still there after all this
time.
Well Paul, I better go as I have some timber being delivered to re-build my front veranda.
Cheers, Pete.”

. Iain Kennedy – ‘Paul,
Good hear from you once again from downtown Mexico.
Janet and I are both well with half an hour on the bike trainer every morning before breakfast and half an hour walk every
afternoon (before, or after coffee) and then I go two, or three times a week for a trail/road ride. That helps keep us both
healthy and happy. Now we have come out of a very tight lock down to lesser restrictions as our vaccination rates get up
towards 90% double dose. Borders between states are opening, though I don’t trust any of the Premiers to keep them
that way, as they are playing politics with Covid-19 and using us as the pawns. Work is still little slow, but steady. With a
couple a big potential project, that if even one comes off, I’d be able to retire.
Travel is not on our RADAR (ha ha) as yet, as the countries we want to visit have high Covid-19 numbers and poor
control, also not on government’s bubble list. Maybe by June 2022 they will be.
Not a big fan of Christmas, as it’s become to commercial and now it’s about the dollar. Christmas to Lunar New Year, my
hand is always in my pocket for some gift for someone, or some other. Not eating out as yet, as numbers in restaurants
are too restrictive and let the initial rush calm down. First weekend out of lockdown was cup weekend and everywhere
was crazy busy, Hairdressers, nail and massage where flat out, but clothing and shoe stores had to stay closed. Work
that out? I think the residents have taken over the nut house.
AGM tomorrow and I’m going to try to attend on zoom, might see you there.
Take care
Best regards, Iain K
P.S. your comment in the last issue that Ian Amos is the most photographed. Don’t forget I have the Certificate for the
Most Photographed Locator! Presented by non-other than B/dr Keith Ayliffe. “

. Russell Jackson – “Thank you for the mail.
We are well and coping with what seems to be an extended winter.
Our October weather was quite strange with a run of very cold nights and quite a deal of rain.
With the start of November things are picking up in terms of daily temperatures but we are still getting the odd cold night.
Needless to say, with the rain, garden growth has exploded and apart from lots of pruning we are back to weekly lawn
mowing.
After a very slow start with vaccinations, 80% of the State’s 16+ population is now fully vaccinated.
So, restrictions have been eased and restaurants, pubs, cinemas etc are now back in operation.
Case numbers in Victoria are high though on a daily basis with regular deaths sadly still being recorded.
Even though we are both double vaccinated we are very much into a routine of mask wearing and hand sanitising and will
continue that for some time.
It has been a slow emergence for us from the long-term Hermit phase.
A booster shot will be available for us in January.
I have a new outlook on life as I have had a cataract operation on my right eye along with two stents inserted for drainage
improvement.
I had not realised how much my vision had deteriorated and there is now a very noticeable difference in the light coming
into my right eye compared to the left.
White and bright as compared to dull and brown. I guess I will have to get the left one done soon.
All part of the aging process I suppose but the onset of deterioration in my sight seems to have accelerated during the
last year.
Not sure at this stage when we will resume our travels but it would be nice to catch up with our Grandkids in Sweden who
we haven’t seen for over two years.
Our grandson has obviously inherited a Swedish height gene and will probably be taller than us when we next meet.
We speak weekly on Facetime but it is not the same as being with them in person.
I am still waiting to replace my car. New cars are in short supply with the one that I am looking for probably not being
available until at least the middle of 2022. Great time to sell though as used car values are unrealistically high.
We are also still looking for a house so as to downsize and we are encountering a market where property values are as
similarly unrealistic as the used car market.
An extra impetus has been given to us though with the recent work required to maintain a luxuriant garden.
Interesting that your Day of the Dead Celebrations went ahead whereas here, with our related but inherited Halloween,
this year’s activities were very muted.
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Quite different from previous years where we have been overrun by trick and treaters.
Good to hear from you.
Regards Russell.”

. Russ Hamsey – “Paul:
Good to hear all is well. It has been a busy year. My wife and I got vaccinated as soon as we could; I still don’t
understand the hesitation by anyone to get the jab. After a long time in two armies and three volumes to my vaccination
book, another needle doesn’t bother me at all.
We in QLD have been very lucky and have led a mostly normal life through the year. Much better off than the poor folks
in Victoria and New South Wales.
20 Regt has had a great year! This year has largely been about Joint Fires. So, this year the Regt has worked with ARH
Tiger, providing laser guidance for their Hellfire missiles. Then, they worked with 4 Regt, RAA conducting artillery
adjustment using digital communications through AFATDS. Then, they did the same with USMC HIMARS rockets in
Shoalwater Bay. And to finish the Joint Fires work, provided imagery to support naval gunfire.
The grand finale of the year was a series of successful trials. One that tested ADS-B, a transponder that will progress the
Regt’s ability to operate in any airspace. Another that tested a modification to the Portable Ground Control Station of the
Shadow system permitting operation by one person instead of two. And then the integration of the new PGCS with a
Bushmaster PMV. All of this work leads nicely into the future capability which should be decided by government very
shortly.
I have to say the Regt has never been better prepared for the future than it is now.
It all bodes well for the future. Now, if we could just get through COVID to allow the Locators and the Regt to gather
around ANZAC Day next year, all will be well.
Take care of yourself mate. It would be fantastic if you could make it to Brisbane for the reunion next year.
Best wishes for the holidays mate.
Russ Hamsey.”

. Ron Mason – “Hi Paul, all is well on our patch, both double vaxed & the State out of lockdown. One can go to the
local pub for a meal with friends - as long as all are double vaxed. We can even go interstate - but only to NSW conditions apply.
At least we can wonder around Vic, the weekend before last we went down to Warragul via the Vets Museum at Phillip
Island. The radar etc is still on display but room is in short supply. The museum has purchased 100ac just over the road
from the current site & the plans for the new building look very impressive.
This coming weekend we are off to Ballarat to attend the Vietnam Veterans state council meeting, that is after running a
short Remembrance Day service at Dookie.
There is always something on the boil & I have no doubt Christmas will be upon us again before I’m ready. Vietnam Vets
& Dookie RSL Xmas get togethers are already inked in on the calendar. So, I had better sign off for the moment & start
dreaming up a few words for the 11/11.
Take care & stay safe, Ron.”

. Bob Billiards – “Hola Paul,
I am slack in answering seeing that we have a reasonable amount of communication in regard to the association and
web/Facebook sites.
Good to see that you and Helen are well and still enjoying your adopted country. I would still like to get there to visit you
but this virus is a real damper on travel. I have cousins in Minneapolis and a good army friend whom I still keep in fairly
th
regular contact, in Nevada and would like to do a trip. We might be going to Germany in 2025 for the Goggomobil 70
anniversary and that may be our final OS trip. We might be able to get to the US in 2023.
th
st
We are both vaccinated with Pfizer and we are getting our booster on 10 December as 1 December is the 6 months.
We now seem to have a lot of vaccine for the booster and NSW is around 93% fully vaccinated so still a lot available for
the boosters and it is available for 18 YO’s and above
.
Life is nearly back to normal but we try and keep away from
major shopping centres. We haven’t been to a restaurant.
We did our first train trip on Monday since this last lockdown
into Central and went to the Powerhouse museum for the
Microcar display as our Goggo van
is in there and our new Goggo which we pickup in May 2022
when the display concludes. We are buying it from Bill Buckle
so that we have a complete set of his Goggo’s produced in
Australia. During the lockdown, we could travel within our local
government area for exercise so we had a lot of walking spot
choices, but we were limited to only 2 people and we both had
to drive to the walk. It was great travelling around without the
traffic. Now it is back to normal with travel allowed for double
vaccinated people and Qantas is taking bookings for London, LA and Singapore. If you get back here for a visit and you
are double vaxed, then you only wait for a clear Covid test. You should have no problem coming into Sydney.
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Not sure if I told you but after a lot of opposition from the DVA lawyers, I finally did what my solicitor said to do a couple of
years ago and applied for a review of my disability allowance. I thought I was applying for an EDA allowance as the rules
were in favour of me since I was over 70 YO and went from full time to less than 20 hours a week in the past 10 years. To
my surprise the gave me the special rate (the old TPI) so now very happy as Cathy will get a gold card if I depart before
her.
I am keeping busy as I have just built a Goggo Dart from parts to a rolling chassis for a friend and in January I will have
another blokes Dart to get running. I charge for the work but I charge less than half the rate for a business restorer and it
gives me cash to buy another model plane
.
It would be good to catch up with you in person. I think I have met Helen at a previous event. We have come a long way
since that meeting in the Liverpool Powerhouse exhibition and hopefully we can keep it up for the next 10 years God
willing. Anyway, keep fit and safe and enjoy your Golf.
Regards, Bob.”

. John “Kanga” McFadden – “Dicko,
Thank you for your contact. I found your read on Mexico’s immunization record interesting.
Australia’s finally lifted its game and moving toward living with it. Looking forward to getting as close to normal lifestyle as
possible.
You mentioned “Day of the Dead” celebrations. It crops up from time to time in movies and I’ve always wondered where
it’s coming from? Is it a mixture of the cultures making up the country or of deep specific origin? On that note, do you ever
get a chance to visit the fascinating archaeological sites in the south of the country?
I commend your Eyes & Ears and your drive to revive & re-establish. It’s come a long way from rubber trees & sandbags.
Well done. Kanga.”

From the Advocate’s Desk…
Our professional Advocate’s contact details: -

Peter Pioro JP - email contact: piorowp@ozemail.com.au
Ken Foster OAM JP - email contact: khfoster1@bigpond.com
Disclaimer: Please note that all correspondence submitted will be treated
with the total confidentiality between the sender and our Advocates. Printed submissions
and responses that may be published in Eyes & Ears will be completely anonymous,
just used as examples of help.

Notice Board – Hey, see what’s coming up?
There’s plenty of room for notices – has anyone got or getting any events planned?
Just send an email and I’ll post it. Ed

Christmas Day/Boxing Day and New Year’s Eve are due to happen in December, 2021 unless some
unforeseen Covid occurrence gets in the Way!
Stranger things have happened in the last 20 odd months!
NB: Check your State Governments for actual dates – some may vary dependent on State rulings, daylight savings,
they might prefer to have Christmas Day on the 24th so as they get Friday off – Victoria may restrict the hours in
the actual days, if not cancel them all together – who knows!
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A Project for 2022
How about you send me Return To Australia (RTA) photos ASAP, so I can start in January?
Just off the top of my head – RTA’d in a January were Wally Franklin, George Clark, Ernie Newbold, Joe Clendenin,
Phil Sheedy, Stu Sporn, Colin West, Peter Creedon, John Dellaca, Ian Brignell, Terry Bruce, Thomas Lempriere,
Allen Morley, Alan Robb, Andrew Opie, Michael Davis, John Stanford, Phil Perrin, Rob Retrot, Lionel Outen – that
exhausts me, seriously, I can’t think of anyone else!
I’ve seen some group ones around – I’m sure I’ve got one – that’ll be next December’s Eyes & Ears!
Then I can publish them in the month’s you came home – just a bit of memory fun.

Committee members:
President – Allen Morley, Vice President – Bert Blink, Treasurer/Secretary – Grahame Dignam,
Webmaster – Bob Billiards, Research Officer – Ernie Newbold, Designs and Development Officer – Nick Proskurin,
Eyes & Ears Editor – Paul Dickson
General members – Ian Amos, Ged Carroll, George Lane.
Regional Representatives: ACT – Bert Blink, Qld – Terry Erbs, SA - Geoff Blackwell,
Vic – Alan Adams, WA - Barry Guzder

http://www.131locators.org.au
A few well chosen words of wisdom form the Sec/Treas –
"Very Merry Xmas to all the 131 members and other brethren.” Grahame.
Presidential perambulations
In many parts of Australia Covid seems to be on the run following great vaccination success amongst the community.
However, the process has not been without a combination of objections, problems, errors, false positives, poor advice
and at times sheer incompetence.
Sydney has now had several weeks of so called ‘freedom’, with many constraints lifted meaning some return to the
previous state of normality. Who would have thought that the removal of the requirement to wear a mask outdoors was
such a big deal? Or that being able to shake hands instead of the ridiculous elbow touching greeting would return?
Nevertheless, at times there were some real howlers, albeit serious in their own way. First amongst the disasters was the
release of passengers on the Ruby Princess when there were cases aboard. The South Australian pizza box scare was
almost trumped by the Kiwi Covid-on-frozen-meat shock. Advice from health bureaucrats was variable and controlling.
Later in South Australia we were sternly instructed that if the football came close to the crowd no one should touch or
catch it. During the latest Victorian lockdown, the CHO said on tv that positive Covid cases would not go above 300, ‘not
on my watch’. However, they climbed to over 2000 and remain well over the mythical 300. He is still in his job.
The QR (quick read) code requirement is mandatory in NSW and in October more than 300 million check-ins were
registered. What happens to all that data? We were promised that it would be deleted, although police in at least two
States accessed it for information purposes against individuals. Some of us no longer bother checking in.
I hope that we will eventually return to normal without any need for mask wearing, QR codes, social distancing and
especially scare tactics about many aspects of Covid.
Allen.
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https://www.facebook.com/groups/131divlocbtyraa

. Upcoming Events Calendar –

th

131 Locators Association Committee Meeting Date: Tuesday, 14 December, 2021 at 1100hrs
Venue: Canley Heights RSL & Sporting Club, 26 Humphries Rd., Wakeley.
Ph (02) 9604 9975 and for directions - http://www.canleyheightsrsl.com.au/contact-us/ You’re all welcome.
And available via ZOOM link to be advised.

1. Annual General Meeting – Kokoda Track Memorial Walkway
Street Address: Killoola St, Rhodes Park, Concord
Postal Address: PO Box 127, Concord 2137

131 Locators Association Inc.

President’s Report for FY 2020 – 2021
I am pleased to be able to present the President’s Report for the financial year 2020-2021, a year that has been
personally and collectively challenging for all of us. This period represents our tenth full-year of operation and shows a
continuing positive trend in most aspects of the Association’s activities.
The Association remains financial, viable and, sustainable for the foreseeable future as the financial report illustrates.
Nevertheless, the ageing of our members continues to be the major factor for future limits on what the association may be
th
able to achieve. Many of the early Nashos have celebrated their 75 birthdays and others will do so within a year or two.
Our former Regular soldiers are of very diverse ages. Contact with those who served in the Detachment and those who
served at Holsworthy remains incomplete, although there has been success with new contacts in the past year.
Although not producing any known direct health issues amongst members, in 2020 and 2021 the Corona virus changed
significantly our established meeting program. We have continued using zoom as our means of active communication in
the absence of physical contact.
The Association website, www.131locators.org.au continues to provide both a web presence and a defined identity.
During the reporting period, external access to the website has grown. Bob Billiards has continued as our Webmaster,
providing an essential role in doing so, and has been ably supported by Bert Blink. Thank you, Bob and Bert.
A move into social media during the reporting period, again under the guidance of Bob, has seen our Facebook presence
outstrip any website progress.
The website statistics and inputs into Facebook demonstrate the ongoing interest in our activities. The international list of
countries where searches of each Eyes and Ears edition are made represents a real scattering. As mentioned in my
previous annual report Facebook has directly resulted in some of our unlocated locators being located. Bob, your effort is
setting up this communication mechanism is much appreciated.
Eyes and Ears, under the editorial overview of Paul Dickson, appears monthly, and regularly delivers editions of 18-20
pages. I believe that together the size and frequency are major measures of our Association’s success. Members’
contributions illustrate that we are recording more of relevance from our military past for both history and information. The
th
June 2021 edition was the 155 in the new series, post the 1960s editions.
Only a limited number of activities, meetings, reunions and events were possible in the latter part of the year’s program.
Highlights for 2020-2021 were:
. A further twelve editions of Eyes and Ears; extremely well done Dicko and your enthusiasm is infectious. A sincere
thanks to all of our contributors for stories, photos and some history, without which we would have a very thin monthly
newsletter, as other associations have demonstrated.
. Although we have found several new members, this few unfortunately demonstrates that we are just maintaining
membership levels.
. Introduction of ZOOM-based regular Committee meetings to manage the Association and enable the involvement of
Regional Representatives to help spread the load.
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. Anzac Day saw the annual march reinstated and the march saw members of the Battery attending in good numbers.
. A special mention for those Committee members who made things happen for the Association.
- Bert Blink continued in the role of Vice-President and is generous of his time. Bert has subsequently been a
regular attender at the new format meetings
- Grahame Dignam, Treasurer/Secretary, has been the strong adhesive for the Association’s financial
arrangements, records and operation of the membership database.
- The Public Officer responsibilities by Gordon Malcolm saw our regulatory responsibilities effected.
- Ernie Newbold, Nick Proskurin, Ian Amos, Merv Nairn and Ged Carroll are all acknowledged for their ongoing
involvement and support.
Our regional representatives provided local overview and contributed to our planning program. I thank Bert Blink (ACT
and doubling up as Vice-President), Al Adams (Vic), Geoff Blackwell (SA), Barry Guzder (WA), Stuart Sporn (NT), Terry
Erbs (QLD) and forward scouts in rural Victoria, Ron Mason and Rieny Nieuwenhof, for their collective contribution. A
note of appreciation to our Honorary Auditor, Jim Fitzgerald, for again keeping us on the financial straight and narrow.
Sadly, the names of more of our number have now been etched onto the Association Honour Roll. Lest we forget them.
Allen Morley
October 2021

Attendees were:
Ian Amos, Ian Kennedy, Paul Dickson

Bert Blink, Ron Mason, Grahame Dignam,
Gordon Malcolm, Allen Morley, Ged Carroll
Ernie Newbold, Bob Billiards, Merv Nairn,
Iain Kennedy

Apologies: Apologies were received from. Nick Proskurin, Terry Erbs, Kevin Browning, Steve Wynn, George Lane, Rieny
Nieuwenhof and other State Reps and Jim Fitzgerald,
No Proxy nominations have been received for this meeting.
President Allen Morley welcomed those present and those attending via ZOOM.
Minutes of the Annual General Meeting held on 12 November 2020 having been circulated prior were deemed to be read
and as no matters were arising were accepted
Moved G Dignam
Seconded Gordon Malcolm Against Nil
Accepted
Receive and adopted the scrutinized Balance Sheet and Accounts for the year of operation 2020-21 prepared by the
Sec/Treas due to Covid lockdown. It was considered a fair and true view of the Associations’ operations for the past
financial year.
Moved G Dignam Seconded Gordon Malcolm Against Nil
Accepted
Receive and adopt the Presidents Annual Report read by A Morley.
Moved Allen Morley
Seconded Grahame Dignam Against Nil
Accepted
The Election of office-bearers for the 2021-22 year.
Allen Morley declared all positions vacant and election proceeded.
The Chair was handed to Gordon Malcolm Public Officer during this portion of the meeting.
Nominations for the positions of President (Allen Morley), Vice President (Bert Blink), Public Officer Gordon Malcolm and
Secretary/Treasurer (G Dignam) were received and as all were prepared to stand again and were unopposed were duly
elected for the new term.
The committee namely George Lane, Ged Carroll, Ian Amos, Bob Billiards, Merv Nairn, Ern Newbold and Nick Proskurin
also elected to stand again as a group.
As no new nominations were received and the group being unopposed were duly elected for the new term.
The chair of the meeting was passed back to the new President- elect Allen Morley for the balance of the meeting.
The regional Representatives who were appointed and are not elected and so continue in their roles.
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President-elect Allen Morley expressed his appreciation to Paul Dickson especially, for his continued efforts in publishing
the Eyes & Ears regularly. Mr. Morley also expressed his appreciation to Bert Blink and Bob Billiards for their commitment
as Vice President and Website administrator and for all the committee who actively assisted during the busy year.
Appointment of Auditor.
Jim Fitzgerald has indicated that he would be available to act as Auditor for the Association for the 2021/22 financial year.
Moved Grahame Dignam Seconded Bert Blink Against Nil
Accepted
Jim Fitzgerald was duly appointed.
Other Business: In the absence of any item for other business the meeting moved on.
Statement of the Association to the Dept of Fair Trading.
Completion of the report Form 12 –T2 AS required by the Dept of Fair Trading under section 49 of the Act was tabled
regarding the operation of the association and our ability to continue operations as required by Constitution was tabled.
Payment of costs as required fy Fair Trading over this item was proposed and approved.
Moved Ian Amos Seconded Grahame Dignam Against Nil
Accepted
Meeting closed at 11.20AM AEST
2. General Meeting (a continuation)
Presidents report.
Please see the full report above in the AGM Minutes.
Allen also reported The weekend Australian had reported that outside consultants McKinsey & Co will conduct a review to develop a running
Action Plan to review “hold ups in their claims systems” due to the number of soldiers leaving the ADF. Minister Gee said
the Plan would be on his desk in December and action would follow soon after.
Financial Membership is currently ... 127, plus Associates…2, plus Affiliates...15, Total…144
Plus, Lapsed as at 1/11/2021…36 members
Public Officer Report: No item to report.
Webmaster Update:
Bob advised the number of face book members was now 246.
Indications are that Face book members are using that link to access the Newsletter but the number has fallen on the
latest figures. This will be monitored.
Health Report:
. Paul Dickson said he had spoken to Steve Wynn who, while he is battling cancer in various body parts is in good spirits.
We wish him well.
. The committee was advised that John Heyes may be suffering health issues. We will attempt to contact him to confirm
his situation.
General Business and around the grounds:
Discussions ensued on the following:
Remembrance Day activities were arranged for the Sydney CBD with many suburban RSL having local services.
If you’ve got more photos that you want added, just send them to: - Paul Dickson – web Photos
131eyesandears@gmail.com– BUT DON’T FORGET TO ADD TITLES/NAMES ETC.

. Birthdays in the Battery...December – 1
DAY
1
1
3
3
6
7
7
8
9
10
12
12
13
13
13
14

NAME
KEVEN BUSH
NEVILLE SMITH
RAYMOND MINNS
CLIVE DREIS
ALAN ROBB
ANTHONY O'MARA
TERRY WESTERWAY
ROBERT WHITE
ANDREW OPIE 2Lt.
HANS WEBER
MICHAEL DAVIS
CHRISTOPHER BRAZIER
JOHN STANFORD
LAURENCE D'ARCY
"
"
PETER FLETCHER

REGT NO
3792069
1734352
4410744
2785766
5715343
38334
215818
311537
43611
3789591
4720736
2792185
217765
215649
215649
2783429

SVN In
18 02 1968
01 07 1969
20 05 1966
05 02 1968
29 01 1968
15 03 1968
04 05 1966
22 04 1966
04 05 1966
04 05 1967
20 01 1970
24 02 1970
29 01 1969
04 03 1968
20 05 1971
04 05 1967

SVN Out
21 02 1969
25 03 1970
28 02 1967
03 12 1968
21 01 1969
18 03 1969
07 05 1967
16 05 1967
06 01 1967
02 04 1968
30 01 1971
25 02 1971
21 01 1970
04 02 1969
05 08 1971
12 12 1967

COMMENT

† 24.05.1997

RAEME † 01.01.1985

† 1992
† 12.07.2016

12 Fd Regt.
131
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14
14
15
16
17
18
18
19
19
19
19
19
21
21
21
22
22
22
22
24
25
25
25
26
26
28
28
28
29
29

CHRISTOPHER SELF
THOMAS KING
GEOFFREY PRICE
PHILLLIP PERRIN Capt.
TONY GOLDSMITH
JIM HOGNO
TOM CHECKLEY
GEOFF BLACKWELL
PETER GAULT
ALLAN BENSLEY
"
"
RODNEY BEASLEY
MICHAEL FERRIS
" "
ROBERT RETROT
MICHAEL BOYLE Lt.
BLAIR SHEPPARD
JOHN McGREGOR
MICHAEL BURGESS Capt.
PETER MEANEY
RONALD RYAN
RON. EVANS
STEWART McALPINE
ROBERT HOLDSWORTH
PETER BREMNER
CHRIS BOULLY
DAVID BILLINGS
GEOF. MACAULAY WO2
LIONEL OUTEN
JOHN MARTIN Lt.
BRIAN HAWKEY
FRED LENNON Sgt.

66981
1411018
5715931
53105
1732029
2783680
311534
4718307
2783644
243104
3797746
1733794
1731922
217004
1735563
3787376
242895
4719804
2793176
3789614
2787471
3793058
1734544
4717884
2793071
35753
1732195
43613
1200572
29712

1969
12 12 1966
08 05 1969
29 01 1968
04 05 1967
03 01 1967
22 04 1966
20 06 1967
04 05 1967
04.06.68
20.01.70
04 03 1971
23 12 1968
30 03 1969
05 05 1967
17 02 1970
01 04 1970
20 05 1966
24 03 1968
03 06 1969
20 08 1970
04 05 1967
08 07 1968
04 01 1969
16 04 1969
17 04 1967
19 08 1970
27 11 1969
05 05 1967
25 02 1968
20 05 1966
20 05 1966

1970
12 12 1967
25 02 1970
21 01 1969
12 12 1967
27 09 1967
05 08 1966
21 05 1968
27 09 1967
18.06.69
30.01.71
05 08 1971
28 03 1969
03 12 1969
30 01 1968
11 02 1971
04 03 1971
30 04 1967
26 03 1969
25 03 1970
09 06 1971
20 02 1968
04 06 1969
03 12 1969
16 04 1970
12 12 1967
05 05 1971
05 11 1970
30 01 1968
21 02 1969
29 04 1967
11 12 1966

† UNKNOWN
† 25.04.2011

† 05.08.66 KBA
† 24.05.14
† 20.12.11

1st Armoured Regt.
131-RAEME

RAEME

AACC

4 Fd Regt.
† 27.04.13

AACC
† 25.07.13

*Above colour background coding explanation – Red – financial Locator, Yellow – located Locator, Black – passed
Locator, Blue – honorary Member, White – NOT Located Locator.
Ed – 8 blokes not highlighted is looking decidedly better, but still not acceptable! Ok, let’s get into it and actively get out
there locating a few more!

. Locator Profiles – we’ve received 170 and we’ve sent out 170. Ed – Let’s keep the ball rolling – who’s next!
. Located…
Have a look at the Association’s web site - http://www.131locators.org.au – you might find some lost mates or get in touch
with us and see if we can for you.

Vale
. On a cursory search from the Not Located names in December’s Birthday Roll (above), an
external sources investigation revealed Thomas King’s death notice.
Thomas served with Bravo Radar in 1966-7 and possibly would be known to some of the following –
1966 – Buckley, R; Campbell, A; Chase, E; Crowther, W; Gallop, L; Halliday, F; Hayes, T; Hislop, G; King, T; Lane, G;
Lempa, H; Lennon, F; Long, R; Mason, R; McGregor, P McManus, D; Nairn, M; Sawyer, L; Simmons, D; Smith, R
1967 - Amos, I; Ayliffe, K; Boully, C; Dodds, A; Dye, D; I’Anson, J; Ipsa, F; Jones, K; Kennedy, I; King, T; Lawler, J; Long,
R; Luff, M; Malcolm, G; McDonald, A; Outen, L; Pepper, F; Smale, M; Sporn, S
He is buried in the Mudgeeraba Cemetery, Queensland.
Any photos or memories are gladly welcomed.
Locator Profile: Not available
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Name: King, Thomas
Service No: 1411018

Rank: Temp Bombardier

SVN In: 12 12 1966

SVN Out: 12 12 1967

DoB: 14 12 1937

DoD: 25 04 2011

Lest We Forget
. An email from Grahame Dignam enquiring about John “Jack” Heyes lead to an investigation
which which lead to discovering John’s Death Notice.
“Jack” is pictured with the group on Page 2 of this edition of Eyes & Ears with the Surveyors in the Christmas photo.
“Jack” as he was known served with the Survey Section 1967-8 and possibly would be known to some of the following –

1967 –
Armstrong, N; Boutlis, S; Brooker, W; Bruce, T; Evans, R; Fuhrmann, P; Green, G; Greenaway, J; Hackett, B; Hogno, J;
Holden, G; Hopper P Bdr; Irvine, B L/Bdr; Long, R (Late); McDonnell, R; McFadden, J; McNamara, K; Menz, J (KIA 68);
Poustie, M; Sanderson, K; Van Driel, M (Late); Webb, R (Late); Whitaker, P; Woodbine, K; Yerbury, I Lt (Late)
Any photos or memories are gladly welcomed.
Locator Profile: Not available

Name: Heyes, John “Jack” Vernon
Service No: 3791085

Rank: Gunner

SVN In: 05 12 1967

SVN Out: 03 12 1968

DoB: 13 03 1945

DoD: 09 09 2021

Lest We Forget
. Grahame Dignam wrote an email to Anne Heyes, wife of the late John Heyes –
“Hello Anne,
We are sorry to learn of the passing of your husband John and wish to extend our sincere condolences to you and your
family on your loss.
While we may not have been in close contact with John in the past, he is remembered well and held in high regard by
those with who he served.
As it happened, his name was mentioned at our AGM held last Tuesday which sparked the endeavour to make contact
again. Also, the Editor of our newsletter has planned to run a picture of John in our next monthly newsletter due out on 1
December which also appears on the website.
We have a policy of trying to keep track of those veterans who have served in our unit. In doing so we can ensure that
other vets he served with will know of Johns' passing and that he will be entered on to the unit Honour Roll which appears
on our website http://www.131locators.org.au
This also will ensure that recognition of Johns' service to his country will not be forgotten.
Again, we are thinking of you at this sad time and are sorry for your loss,
Kind regards
Grahame
Secretary / Treasurer
131 Locators Assn Inc
ABN 92 663 816 973,

Supported by the Department of Veterans Affairs.

…Anne’s reply –
“Hi Grahame, How are you?
It is great to hear from you.
Please find a phot of John
1. celebration of life link.
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2. a photo of John.
3. a video of the tribute in parliament to John Heyes
Here is the link if people would like to listen to his service.
Le Pine funeral has this link still available up to 90 days after Johns funeral which
was held on 17/9/21.
John died from skin cancer melanoma that ended up travelling to his liver.
Login Page https://www.oneroomstreaming.com/login
Email nnheyes@yahoo.com.au Password 313H72
This is the link to his tribute in parliament. Hope you can open it.
Cheers,
Anne Heyes.”

May They Rest In Peace.
131 Locators Association is always on the lookout for new financial members. With the establishment of the
web site we continue to be burdened with the ongoing cost of maintenance etc and we need to be able to
support this effort equally.
So, if you’re a non-financial Associate receiving emails and the Eyes & Ears regularly you could bite the bullet
and email Grahame Dignam:sectreas131locators@gmail.com and he could forward you the relevant forms to join Memberships are available for 1 year or longer deposit a DONATION direct ( add your name) to the associations account at
"A/c Name: 131 Locators Association Inc. Bank: Westpac, Kingsgrove NSW BSB No: 032 166 A/c No: 264133"
Hope we hear from you?

Website: http://www.131locators.org.au

. Other related sites...
. Locating, Surveillance & Target Acquisition Association...

LOCATING, SURVEILLANCE & TARGET ACQUISITION ASSOCIATION
The Eyes and Ears of The Battlefield

Australian Artillery Association – www.australianartilleryassociation.com
www.artilleryhistory.org

Website link - http://www.vvaa.org.au/
Website link - http://www.dva.gov.au/Pages/home.aspx

. VETERAN’S AFFAIRS WEBSITE
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The Dept of Veteran’s Affairs has launched a new mental health initiative to assist veteran’s experiencing the affects
of mental illness and their families. Providing information and fact sheets about understanding mental illness, links
and contact information for accessing support, and online resources for health professionals, this website focuses on
helping veterans identify early warning signs of mental illness to effectively manage their mental illness and seek
treatment.
For more info or to access, please visit www.at-ease.dva.gov.au

. 1st Battalion 83rd Artillery...

Dedicated to the men of the 1st Battalion 83rd Artillery who served in Vietnam from 1966-1971.
We left Fort Sill in October 1966 for Vietnam. We originally were at Bear Cat, Nui Dat and Xuan
Loc. We later were in many other locations in Vietnam. We also welcome our Australian and
New Zealand Allies to whom we owe so much.

It is also dedicated to those members of the 1/83rd who did not return. We will never
forget their sacrifice. Website: http: www.1stbn83rdartyvietnam.com

The Royal New Zealand Artillery Association
http://www.rnzaa.org.nz/
Editor contact email: 131eyesandears@gmail.com Ed – Paul ‘Dicko’ Dickson
All material that is included in Eyes and Ears, official Newsletter of the 131 Locators Association Inc remains the property
of 131 Locators Association for its sole use. Prior written authorisation for the use of any material whatsoever contained in
the Newsletter must be sought from 131 Locators Association Inc. Any material approved for use by third parties must
acknowledge 131 Locators Association Inc as the source. No responsibility is accepted for unsolicited manuscripts,
illustrations or photographs, or for the accuracy of information contained in the text of Eyes and Ears.
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